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Reason for referral: 

 
The application has been called-in by Cllr Hames as Ward Member for the following reason: 
 
‘1. Adverse traffic impact on cyclists and pedestrians using Pitt Lane, particularly children attending 
Appledore 5chool and given that a further adjacent development will also impact the narrow lane. 
Local Plan Policy references DM05, DM01 and ST10 as there are no plans shown to mitigate the 
traffic impact. 
2.lnadequate landscaping and green infrastructure on site given NOR07 requirement that the 
development 'minimises any loss of landscape character of the surrounding area'. 
3.lnadequate play area to serve the development and situated so it will be difficult for residents at 
north of site to access e.g. crossing Pitt Lane. 
4.Possible impact on biodiversity of the site from recent removal of boundary trees and other 
vegetation. This means the wildlife assessment submitted by the applicant could no longer be valid. 
(Ref LP Policy ST14) 
5.lnsufficient energy conservation and alternative energy measures shown in the application contrary 
to Local Plan policy ST05.’ 
 

Relevant History: 

 

Application No. Description Status Closed 
   

1/1343/2018/OUTM Outline application for 
residential development of up 
to 110 dwellings, public open 
space and associated 
infrastructure with all matters 
reserved except access 

PER 11.08.2020 

     

1/0152/2021/DIS Discharge of condition 6 of 
planning permission 
1/1343/2018/OUTM - 
Construction management 
plan 

PCO  

   

1/0163/2021/ADV Retrospective application for 
V-gantry sign advertising a 
housing development 

PCO  

   

1/1343/2018/OUTM Outline application for 
residential development of up 
to 110 dwellings, public open 
space and associated 
infrastructure with all matters 
reserved except access 

PREPLA  

     

1/1343/2018/OUTM Outline application for 
residential development of up 
to 110 dwellings, public open 
space and associated 
infrastructure with all matters 
reserved except access 

PER 11.08.2020 

     

1/1540/2002 STABLING FOR PONIES & 
SHEEP 

PER 07.10.2002 

   

1/1343/2018/OUTM Outline application for 
residential development of up 

PER 11.08.2020 



to 110 dwellings, public open 
space and associated 
infrastructure with all matters 
reserved except access 

   

 

Site Description & Proposal 

 
The Site: 
The site is located to the south of Appledore and to the north east of Northam. It forms part of a wider 
residential allocation in the adopted North Devon and Torridge Local Plan and is located within the 
development boundary for Appledore. 
 
The site lies approximately half a mile from Appledore village centre and occupies an area of circa 
3.75 hectares. It is currently greenfield enclosed by hedgerows and trees. The development site abuts 
residential land to the north and east and public highway to the south and west.  
 
The site is located within walking distance to the established village centre of Appledore that provides 
a range of facilities including schools, a variety of shops, places of worship, sports facilities and play 
areas. 
 
Public transport routes run along Churchill Way with bus stops located close to the western edge of 
the site. 
 
The site is within Flood Zone 1 so has less than a 0.1% chance of fluvial or tidal flooding in any one 
year. It is not subject to any landscape or heritage designations. The site is, however, located within 
the Coast and Estuarine Zone, as identified by the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan. 
 
In terms of topography, the western field is almost flat but the eastern field has a slope that falls from 
38 metres AOD to the north to approximately 26 metres AOD to the south-eastern corner.  There is a 
single storey building in the western field located at the northern edge.  
 
There are existing overhead electricity cables running through the site which will be grounded and 
diverted through the development. 
 
The Proposal: 
The application site benefits from outline planning permission for the development of ‘up to 110 
dwellings, public open space and associated infrastructure'.  
 
This reserved matters application is made pursuant to the outline approval and seeks to agree details 
in respect of the scale, layout, appearance and landscaping for the erection of eighty-eight dwellings. 
The reserved matters application (RMA) site area corresponds precisely with the outline application 
site area. 
 
A mix of two, three and four-bedroom two storey houses and two and three bedroom one and one 
and a half storey bungalows are proposed. The development mix comprises: 

• 28 x 2-bed two storey houses (including 2 affordable houses); 

• 18 x 2-bed single storey bungalows; 

• 2 x 3-bed two storey houses (both affordable); 

• 7 x 3-bed single storey bungalows; 

• 24 x 3-bed one and a half storey bungalows; and, 

• 9 x 4-bed two storey houses. 
 
The proposed layout of the development follows closely the principles established in the outline 
Design and Access Statement and indicative parameter plans and incorporates a range of open 
space and landscaping is proposed in the form of natural green amenity space, a children’s play area, 
woodland and a ‘play on the way’ trim trail. 



Access was set at outline stage with a primary vehicular access from Wooda Road and a further point 
of access to connect with Pitt Hill. It remains the position that part of Pitt Lane would become a green 
lane and be closed to traffic, as established at outline stage.    
 
The Design Code which accompanies the RMA fully explains the evolution of the design and layout 
and the character assessment which has informed it. The RMA proposals follow the clear parameters 
which are set out within the Design Code. The Design Code is a requirement of Condition 5 of the 
outline planning permission. A Statement of Compliance has also been submitted to evidence the 
application of the Design Code to the design proposal.  
 

Consultee representations: 

 
Northam Town Council:  
It was resolved to recommend that this application be refused on the following grounds: 
(1) Northam Town Council cannot possibly accept the idea of traffic coming onto Pitt Lane, this would 
be far too dangerous. 
(2) There is inadequate landscaping, there is great concern about the boundary hedges and the loss 
of habitat. 
(3) Not sufficient programme of energy efficiency to support climate change. 
(4) The central play area is too small. 
(5) Lack of infrastructure.  
 
Should the development proceed Members requested that the roads are cleaned every day and that 
this is made a condition. 
 
Devon County Council (Highways):  
Second Response: 
Further to comments submitted on 11th November 2020 I can confirm that with the new layout plans 
the Highway Authority now has no objection to the application. 
 
Amendments have been made to rectify my concerns and amendments have also been made to 
facilitate access to the neighbouring application to the north which is currently subject to a separate 
planning application. 
 
The issue of drainage into the estuary via highway drainage system is being resolved through 
separate legislation, and if approved the planning application should have an advisory note that the 
approval does not constitute an approval of the use of highway drainage for the site surface water. 
This is shown outside of the red line planning boundary. 
 
First Response: 
Observations: 
The proposal is not acceptable in two major ways, that of the impact of the drainage on the public 
highway and that of the design of pedestrian routes through the site. There are also 
other minor issues that should be addressed. 
 
The off-site drainage works proposed as shown in drawing no.201 show a new connection into a 
highway drainage outfall on Wooda Road. Such a connection is not acceptable, and would require 
permission from DCC. In every case I have dealt with where connecting into the DCC system has 
been considered in the past, regardless of technical details, the final decision from our maintenance 
team on such connections is always no. As discussed as part of the outline application, a new 
connection directly into the estuary by SWW is required. Furthermore, the same drawing shows onsite 
drainage solutions including 'attenuation crates'. Such crates are not acceptable within 5m of the 
existing highway or proposed adoptable highway areas. Such drainage features must be moved away 
from the highway, or provided in more robust systems than crates. Details of any attenuation drainage 
within 5m of the highway is required to be approved by our structural engineering team and will 
require a design and check certificate and/or Approval In Principle to show that any loading on the 
highway will not impact on the integrity of the drainage features or visa versa. 



 
In regards to the pedestrian links in the site, the issue of who will own and maintain the paths 
not shown for proposed adoption needs to be answered. This is so that these paths are kept available 
for use in the future and not closed off. The path along almost the entire southern boundary is one 
such path. In regards to the desire line of pedestrians and paths not shown at all, the road frontage of 
plots 76 and 88 on the crossroad needs to have a path around the bend down to the build out on what 
is currently shown as grass verge and beyond to join to the LAP. The build out should be either 
removed, or the road narrowed to 3.5m so that two vehicles do not attempt to pass through it at the 
same time. This build out must also be of hard surface, as any planting will not be cut and will grow 
high enough to remove required forward visibility of oncoming vehicles. 
 
The path labelled FW4 at the back of the LAP requires better visibility of passing vehicles, so that 
children do not run out into the road without being seen by passing traffic. A staggered barrier on the 
path should also be considered here. Path FW7 does not appear to have adequate visibility of 
vehicles passing on Pitt Lane. The access of road3 and road2 is shown as having pointed kerbs on 
the inside of the bend, this needs to be a standard curve to avoid damage to the kerbs in the future. 
Proposed trees/tree pits in the highway will require a commuted sum of £1000 per tree for future 
maintenance, and there is no guarantee that such maintenance will not be to simply cut them down. It 
would be better for these trees to be in private land. 
 
Recommendation: 
THE HEAD OF PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENT, ON BEHALF OF 
DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL, AS LOCAL HIGHWAY AUTHORITY, 
1. The detailed proposals would be likely to give rise to unsafe pedestrian routes and result in 
damage to the highway due to the inadequately located and designed drainage solution 
contrary to NPPF paragraphs 108, 109 and 110. 
2. Off site drainage works would join into the highway drainage system which is not acceptable and 
because such matters are covered by separate legislation would therefore render the application ultra 
vires if it were permitted with such proposals. 
  
Environmental Protection Officer:  
In relation to the above application, the Environmental Protection Team has no objections.  
 
Strategic Enabling Officer:  
With regards to the Affordable Housing provision detailed as part of this Reserved Matter Application, 
I can confirm the proposed Affordable Housing provision including size, location and tenure type as 
detailed in the submitted Planning Layout Drawing with reference number 0632-102-COL is deemed 
acceptable and conforms with the requirements of the Section 106 agreement. 
 
A summary of the Affordable Housing is detailed below:- 

 
 
Designing Out Crime Officer - DC&D Police:  
It is now widely accepted that a key strand in the design of a 'sustainable' development is its 
resistance to crime and anti-social behaviour and I am pleased to advise that many positive aspects 
have been factored in to the overall design and layout of the scheme. With this in mind, please note 
the following comments from a designing out crime, fear of crime, antisocial behaviour (ASB) and 
conflict perspective:- 
 
Residential - Building Regulations - Approved Document Q - Security. 
The security element within the Building Regulations, namely Approved Document Q (ADQ) creates 
security requirements in relation to all new dwellings, including those resulting from a change of use, 



for example commercial, warehouse or barns undergoing conversion into dwellings. It also applies to 
conservation areas. 
 
All doors at the entrance to a building, including garage doors where there is a connecting door to the 
dwelling and all ground floor, basement and other easily accessible windows, including roof lights, 
must be shown to have been manufactured to a design that has been tested to an acceptable security 
standard i.e. PAS 24 (2016) or equivalent. To assist the process in ensuring compliance with the 
requirements of ADQ it is recommended that all doors and windows are sourced from a Secured by 
Design (SBD) member company. SBD requires that doors and windows are not only tested to meet 
PAS 24 (2016) standard by the product manufacturer, but independent third-party certification from a 
UKAS accredited independent third-party certification authority is also in place, thus reducing 
much time and effort in establishing the provenance of non SBD approved products. 
 
SBD also incorporates a bespoke element to assist in the crime prevention approach with regard to 
listed buildings and heritage status. Secured by Design (SBD) is a crime prevention initiative 
managed by Police Crime Prevention Initiatives Ltd (PCPI) on behalf of the UK police services. SBD 
aims to reduce crime, the fear of crime and opportunities for antisocial behaviour and conflict within 
developments by applying the attributes of Environmental Design in conjunction with appropriate 
physical security measures. 
 
Site specific comments 
General layout 
The intention to define front boundaries is noted and welcomed. 
 
The back to back gardens are much supported from a security perspective but please ensure that all 
gates that lead to the rear of dwellings are capable of being locked from both sides, by for example, 
means of a key, as this will enable rear gardens to be secured regardless of access or egress. 
 
The proposed boundary treatments are noted. I recommend for plot 3, the front hedge is extended 
towards the drive providing rear access, thus enclosing the grassed area to the side, giving clear 
ownership of this space to this plot. Similarly, the hedge between the Woodland Glade and front of 
plot 58 should be continued along the length of the shared private drive with plot 57 to the main road. 
This again gives clear definition of ownership and reduces the opportunity for conflict between 
vehicles and users of the facilities, for example the trim trail. 
 
Where hedging is to be used as new rear and side garden boundaries, it must be fit for purpose. They 
should be of sufficient height and depth to provide both a consistent and effective defensive boundary 
as soon as residents move in. If additional planting will be required to achieve this then temporary 
fencing may be required until such planting has matured. Any hedge must be of a type which does not 
undergo radical seasonal change which would affect its security function. 
 
I note the exclusion of the LEAP from the Planning Layout drawing, is the intention to now provide 
some equipment within the Central Green LAP? Any formal play area designed with younger children 
in mind must be enclosed with, as a minimum, 1200mm fencing to discourage casual entry, reduce 
damage to equipment and help provide a safe and clean play area and to prevent access to the 
adjacent active highway. 
 
Parking 
The proposed parking layout is noted. From a designing out crime and disorder perspective it is vital 
that the parking provision for the proposed development is both sufficient, when balanced against the 
schedule of accommodation, as even a one bedroom dwelling could attract 2 vehicles, and designed 
so it is convenient and practical to use, for example, side by side parking as opposed to tandem style 
parking, as this will encourage its use by residents and reduce the level of unplanned parking 
elsewhere. It is the ‘elsewhere' that can introduce a source of conflict and animosity amongst 
residents, generally due to inconsiderate or obstructive parking and chaotic and vehicle dominated 
streets. 
 



With reference to ‘tandem' parking above, there is ever increasing evidence from new developments 
within the county where this design of parking is not being embraced by residents. This is perhaps 
due to it being inconvenient or just awkward to use, seeing the 2nd (or 3rd) vehicle being parked 
elsewhere just to make life easier for the occupants. It is appreciated that the tandem parking design 
is likely to fulfil the number of parking spaces required for new development, but this number is likely 
to be much reduced if the spaces are not being utilised. 
  
Devon County Council - Flood Risk Management:  
Third Response: 
Recommendation: 
Our objection is withdrawn and we have no in-principle objections to the above planning application at 
this stage. 
 
Observations: 
Following my previous consultation response FRM/TO/0871/2020, dated 12.02.2021, the applicant 
has provided additional information in relation to the surface water drainage aspects of the above 
planning application, in an e-mail dated 16/02/2021, for which I am grateful. 

• Planning Layout 0632 102 

• Proposed Drainage Strategy 200 Rev G 

• Drainage Statement 18002 B - DS dated Feb 2021 Rev B 

• Proposed Flood Exceedance Routes 281 Rev F 
The applicant has submitted a revised layout which clearly indicates that the watercourse will flow in 
an open channel except where small lengths of culvert are required for essential access. The 
proposals are now in line with our culverting policy and best practice. The applicant has also left 
space for access for maintenance either side of the watercourse. We would recommend that the 
watercourse and culverts are maintained as part of the wider landscape management strategy for the 
site. 
 
Second Response: 
Recommendation: 
At this stage, we object to this planning application because we believe it does not satisfactorily 
conform to Policy ST03 of North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011 - 2031. The applicant will 
therefore be required to submit additional information in order to demonstrate that all aspects of the 
proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered. 
 
Observations: 
We have been made aware, via our Land Drainage Consent process, of the full extent of proposals to 
culvert an existing watercourse at the site for a length of approximately 60 m. This is contrary to our 
DCC culverting policy, https://www.devon.gov.uk/floodriskmanagement/land-drainage-
consent/culvert-policy/, which only allows culverting for essential access purposes only. The current 
proposal also goes against best practice in flood risk management. We acknowledge that the culvert 
will now be upgraded to 600 mm diameter compared to 300 mm diameter proposed previously, which 
is in line with our technical requirements, however we would require that the watercourse remains in 
an open channel except for essential access purposes. Proposing a dwelling on the course of an 
existing watercourse and diverting the watercourse in a pipe along the road for 60 m does not meet 
our policy requirements and would also move the riparian responsibilities under the road, which may 
reduce the opportunity of having the road adopted. The applicant should consider designing the 
layout to make space for the open watercourse. This may require easements for access if it is to be 
maintained as part of the estates land management, alternatively landowners will need to be made 
aware of their responsibilities to maintain the watercourse and its freeflow. 
 
Normally we wouldn't raise this during the planning process as it would be dealt with separately with 
our Land Drainage Consent process in line with the Land Drainage Act 1991, however in this instance 
we feel the proposed culverting is impacting on the layout which is a consideration for the reserved 
matter application. We also could not recommend approval of drainage drawings which go against our 
own culverting policy. 
 

https://www.devon.gov.uk/floodriskmanagement/land-drainage-consent/culvert-policy/
https://www.devon.gov.uk/floodriskmanagement/land-drainage-consent/culvert-policy/


If the local planning authority were to ignore our advice and the application is granted reserved 
matters permission and a subsequent Land Drainage Consent application was made to DCC LLFA 
with the current proposals they would be refused. This would then result with a redesign and 
potentially a variation to the planning application. We feel by raising this issue now that time and effort 
will be saved in the long run. 
 
We are happy to work with the applicant to reach a solution agreeable to all parties. For clarity, the 
applicant has dealt with the queries raised in my previous formal response dated 25th November 
2020 in relation to the outfall, maintenance and tidal locking. We would be happy to provide a further 
substantive response if additional information is submitted to the local planning authority. 
 
First Response: 
Recommendation: 
At this stage, we object to this planning application because we believe it does not satisfactorily 
conform to Policy ST03 of North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011 - 2031. The applicant will 
therefore be required to submit additional information in order to demonstrate that all aspects of the 
proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered. 
 
Observations: 
The applicant is proposing to connect the surface water drainage into an existing highway drain. DCC 
highways have already objected to this proposal and the applicant should progress with a sewer 
requisition. The applicant must submit information regarding the adoption and maintenance of the 
proposed surface water drainage management system in order to demonstrate that all components 
will remain fully operational throughout the lifetime of the development. 
 
It is acknowledged that there is no requirement for attenuation due to the tidal nature of the river and 
the fact that the levels of the watercourse in relation to the site renders tidal locking irrelevant. 
However, the applicant has attenuation tanks within the surface water drainage strategy presumably 
due to SWW adoption requirements. The applicant should provide calculations and/or model outputs 
to support the strategy. 
  
South West Water:  
I refer to the above application and would advise that South West Water has no objection. 
 
DCC Archaeology Section:  
I refer to the above application and your recent consultation. The consent granted for the outline 
planning application - 1/1343/2018/0UTM - is conditional upon a programme of archaeological work 
being undertaken, a programme of archaeological work has been agreed with this office and a written 
scheme of investigation has been submitted to your Authority to discharge Condition 19 on the outline 
consent. To date this programme of archaeological work has yet to be implemented to comply with 
Condition 19. As such, in anticipation of the agreed programme of archaeological works being 
undertaken the Historic Environment Team have no additional comments to make on this reserved 
matters application. 
  
Natural England:  
Thank you for your consultation email dated and received on 4th November regarding the above 
proposal. 
 
Further to our advice of 27th Feb 2019 (ref: 273466), plus our email confirming the application site 
falls outside the Zone of Influence (Zol) for the Braunton Burrows SAC, we do not have any additional 
comment at reserved matters. 
  
 
North Devon Council’s Conservation Officer and Historic England consulted at outline stage in respect 
of the potential for impacts on Tapeley House. No objections by either consultee were raised at 
outline stage. Both consultees have been notified of the reserved matters application and raise no 
objections. It should also be noted that Historic England previously confirmed that they do not to be 
consulted again, unless there are material changes.  



  

Representations: 

 
Number of neighbours consulted:  154  Number of letters of support:  1 
Number of representations received:  17 Number of neutral representations: 0 
Number of objection letters:  16  

 
The application has attracted 17 letters of representation; 16 made in objection and 1 in support.  
 
Objections raised that are relevant planning considerations at this reserved matters stage include: 

• Objection to loss of hedgerows; 

• The need for further landscaping and green infrastructure within the centre of the development 

site; 

• The quantity of open space and landscaping within the development; 

• Suitability of the play facility – concerns raised in respect of safe pedestrian access and lack of 

footways; its triangular shape results in two narrow areas which limit the usable play space; 

• Concerns over small size of plots 30-35 and suggestion they would not be suitable for families; 

• New dwellings will be sited too close to the newly diverted water course The water table is 

extremely high here especially in Winter. The development of more luxury bungalows on the 

upper part of the eastern boundary could potentially lead to flooding near and around Wooda 

Farm and adjacent properties. The increased runoff could lead to homes suffering from rising 

damp; 

• A tiny triangle Play Area (with no furniture?) in the middle of the eastern field and around the 

Poplar trees will be the green area. There is no provision for any allotments, area for edibles, 

ponds, provision of sedum roofs which could make this development more eco friendly and 

interesting; 

• Question as to whether the central spine road within the development is wide enough for 

visiting tradesmen/waste disposal. Visitors are likely to end up parking on Wooda Road 

• Footpaths on the design seem to lead to nowhere and have inadequate relationships to the 

surrounding road;  

• the Design Code states footways would be of permeable paving however the bedrock is 

impermeable. 

The letter of support comments as follows: 

• Welcome addition of bungalows; 

• We are impressed by the scheme; in particular the amount of green space, min two 
allocated parking spaces per property, cycle path (a big want for parents of young children - as 
Churchill Way currently feels very dangerous) and appreciate that they've really considered 
demographic and demand by offering mainly 2/3 bed bungalows.  

• It's a thoughtful scheme and grateful the land isn't being developed by a national "vanilla" 
company. 

 
A number of matters raised in letters of objection concern planning considerations that were material 
at the outline stage or relate specifically to conditions on the outline planning permission. Such 
comments include: 

• Concern that allocation NOR07 is not being developed comprehensively; 

• The capacity of the surrounding highway network and the suitability of the access 

arrangements; 

• Impacts on ecological interests; 

• Acceptability of the biodiversity net gain being located some distance from the site; 

• Lack of affordable housing; 

• Impacts on Pitt Lane; 

• Impact of external lighting – light spillage and pollution; 

• Impacts on air quality; 



• Reference to the Gladman Development Ltd v Secretary of State for Communities and Local 

Government; 

• Energy efficiency of the dwellings; 

• The fact trees have been felled prior to the commencement of development; 

• Impact on local infrastructure; 

• Loss of green fields and suggestion brownfield sies should be developed first; 

• Questions over the need for housing; 

• The impact of noise from the shipyard; 

• Suitability of the surface water drainage infrastructure; 

The above considerations are not relevant at this RMA stage where only details of layout, scale, 
appearance and landscaping are for determination.  
 

Policy Context: 

 
North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031:  
DM01 (Amenity Considerations); DM02 (Environmental Protection); DM03 (Construction and 
Environmental Management); DM04 (Design Principles); DM05 (Highways); DM06 (Parking 
Provision); DM07 (Historic Environment); DM08A (Landscape and Seascape Character); DM08 
(Biodiversity and Geodiversity); DM10 (Green Infrastructure Provision); NOR07 (Site Adjoining Pitt Hill 
(Appledore)); NOR (Northam Spatial Vision and Development Strategy); ST01 (Principles of 
Sustainable Development); ST02 (Mitigating Climate Change); ST03 (Adapting to Climate Change 
and Strengthening Resilience); ST04 (Improving the Quality of Development); ST06 (Spatial 
Development Strategy for Northern Devon's Strategic and Main Centres); ST09 (Coast and Estuary 
Strategy); ST10 (Transport Strategy); ST14 (Enhancing Environmental Assets); ST15 (Conserving 
Heritage Assets); ST17 (A Balanced Local Housing Market); ST18 (Affordable Housing on 
Development Sites); ST23 (Infrastructure);  
 
Government Guidance: 
NERC (Natural Environment & Rural Communities); NPPF (National Planning Policy Framework); 
NPPG (National Planning Practice Guidance); WACA (Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981);  
 

Planning Considerations 

 
The main planning considerations of relevance to this reserved matters application are: 
 

• The principle of development and the outline planning permission. 

• Layout. 

• Scale and External Appearance. 

• Landscaping.  

• Other Matters. 
 
Relevant Development Plan Policies: 
Paragraph 2 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that planning law (namely 
Section 38(6) of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Section 70(2) of the Town & 
Country Planning Act 1990) requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in 
accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The NPPF 
must be taken into account in the preparation of local and neighbourhood plans, and is a material 
consideration in planning decisions.   
 
Given the nature of the reserved matters that are before the Council for determination, there is a 
degree of overlap between them in respect of applicable policies. Therefore, to avoid repetition, the 
policies of relevance are highlighted below: 
 
In policy terms, the entire site is located within the development boundary for Appledore (Proposals 
Map 8B). Policy ST06 of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2018 (NDTLP) identifies 



Appledore as forming part of the Main Centre of Northam, where appropriate levels of growth that will 
increase the towns’ capacities to increase self-containment, to meet their own needs and those of 
surrounding communities where such is sought through the local vision, will be supported. Policy 
ST06 is clear that development will be supported within the development boundaries of the Main 
Centres. NDTLP Policy NOR (Northam Spatial Strategy) states: 'The three centres will continue to 
provide a range of services and facilities to meet locally generated needs and to accommodate the 
expanded needs of visitors to the area. Across Appledore, Northam and Westward Ho! a range of 
housing appropriate to local needs will be provided. Development will be supported by necessary 
infrastructure that will be delivered in a manner to minimise deficiencies against service capacity'. 
 
The application site forms a significant part of an allocation for housing development, as prescribed by 
NDTLP Policy NOR07. This policy states:  
 
‘Policy NOR07: Site Adjoining Pitt Hill (Appledore)  
(1) Land adjoining Pitt Hill, extending to about 6 hectares and as defined on Policies Map 8B, is 
allocated for housing development that includes:  
(a) approximately 130 dwellings, providing a mix of housing type and size to reflect local need, 
including affordable housing; and  
(b) as necessary the relocation of a Public Right of Way to support its contained presence through the 
site.  
(2) The site will be developed in accordance with the following site-specific development principles: 
(a) Development located and of a form that minimises any loss of landscape character of the 
surrounding area;  
(b) Areas of green infrastructure providing opportunities for biodiversity enhancement and informal 
recreation focused to the south of the site within the coastal and estuarine zone;  
(c) Vehicular access achieved from Wooda Road, by improvement to Pitt Hill and an access from Pitt 
Hill Road and the provision of a right-hand turn from Churchill Way into Wooda; and  
(d) Safeguarding an appropriate vehicular access extending to the northern boundary, to enable the 
future delivery of the adjoining site on land east of Churchill Way’.  
 
Supporting paragraph 10.383 confirms that the site will be developed in a comprehensive manner to 
ensure the necessary highway improvements to Pitt Hill are secured as housing delivery is achieved. 
The application covers an area of 3.75 hectares and therefore only forms part of the wider allocated 
area of 6 hectares. NDTLP Paragraph 10.385 requires a high-quality design throughout the 
development, which provides a reflection of the area’s historic character with an emphasis on green 
infrastructure delivery. It further requires the layout of development within the site to minimise any 
consequent landscape impact, particularly in respect of the area to the north of Wooda Road. 
 
NDTLP Policy ST17 states that ‘the scale and mix of dwellings, in terms of dwelling numbers, type, 
size and tenure provided through development proposals should reflect identified local housing 
needs, subject to consideration of: (a) site character and context; and (b) development viability’.  
 
Supporting Paragraph 7.13 requires the housing mix to be provided by an individual development 
proposal to have regard to relevant up-to-date and robust evidence. Paragraph 7.13A indicates that 
Policy ST17 recognises that ‘the character and context of an individual development site may 
influence or constrain the types of residential development that are appropriate in individual 
circumstances’ 
 
NDTLP Policy ST04: 'Improving the Quality of Development' requires that 'development will achieve 
high quality inclusive and sustainable design to support the creation of successful, vibrant places. 
Design will be based on a clear process that analyses and responds to the characteristics of the site, 
its wider context and the surrounding area'. Policy DM04 sets out a series of Design Principles which 
are overarched by a desire for good design to guide overall scale, density, massing, height, 
landscape, layout, materials, access and appearance of new development. Paragraph 30 of the 
NPPF states that permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the 
opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions.  
 



NDTLP Policy DM08A concerns landscape and seascape character and states in part (1) that 
'development should be of an appropriate scale, mass and design that recognises and respects 
landscape character of both designated and undesignated landscapes and seascapes; it should avoid 
adverse landscape and seascape impacts and seek to enhance the landscape and seascape assets 
wherever possible'. The site is located within the Coast and Estuary Zone (Policy ST09) where the 
NDTLP distinguishes between ‘developed’ and ‘undeveloped coast’, with stricter development 
controls being applied within the latter. The application site falls to be within the ‘developed coast’, 
due to it being within the development boundary for Appledore. 
 
NDTLP Policy DM01 requires that development should secure or maintain amenity appropriate to the 
locality with special regard to the likely impact on neighbours, the operation of neighbouring uses, 
future occupiers, visitors on the site and any local services. Policy DM02 (2) states development will 
be supported where it does not result in unacceptable impacts to (a) atmospheric pollution by gas or 
particulates, including smell, fumes, dust, grit, smoke and soot; (b) pollution of surface or groundwater 
(fresh and salt) including rivers, canals, other watercourses, waterbodies, wetlands, water gathering 
grounds including catchment areas, aquifers, groundwater protection areas, harbours, estuaries or 
the sea; (c) noise or vibration; and (d) light pollution. Policy DM04 (i) requires development to ensure 
the amenities of existing and future neighbouring occupiers are safeguarded. 
 
NDTLP Policy DM05 requires development to have safe and well-designed vehicular access and 
egress, adequate parking and layouts which consider the needs and accessibility of all highway users 
including cyclists and pedestrians, and that all development shall protect and enhance existing public 
rights of way, footways, cycleways and bridleways and facilitate improvements to existing or provide 
new connections to these routes where practical to do so. Policy DM06 states that proposals will be 
expected to provide an appropriate scale and range of parking provision to meet anticipated needs. 
Paragraph 108 of the NPPF requires specific applications for development to ensure that safe and 
suitable access to the site can be achieved for all users. Paragraph 109 advises that development 
should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact 
on highway safety, or where the residual cumulative impacts of development are severe. 
 
NDTLP Policy ST03 requires that development takes account of climate change to minimise flood 
risk. Policy DM04 requires development to 'provide effective water management including 
Sustainable Drainage Systems, water efficiency measures and the reuse of rain water'. The site is not 
within an Environment Agency flood risk zone. 
 
Local Planning Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that the impact of development on wildlife 
is fully considered during the determination of a planning application under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, The 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitats Regulations 2010). Policy DM08 of 
the NDTLP concerns biodiversity and requires development to conserve, protect and, where possible, 
enhance biodiversity and geodiversity interests and soils commensurate with their status and giving 
appropriate weight to their importance. The policy further requires all development to 'ensure that the 
importance of habitats and designated sites are taken into account' and to 'consider opportunities for 
the creation of a local and district wide biodiversity network of wildlife corridors which link County 
Wildlife sites and other areas of biodiversity importance'. 
 
NDTLP Policy DM10 states: ‘Development will provide new accessible green infrastructure, including 
public open space and built facilities, to meet at least the green infrastructure quantitative and 
accessibility standards, as set out in Table 13.1 and Infrastructure Delivery Plan, to meet the needs of 
its intended occupants’. 
 
The principle of development and the outline planning permission: 
The application site benefits from outline planning permission for ‘up to 110 dwellings’. The site the 
subject of this reserved matters application corresponds precisely with the red line identified for the 
outline application. The principle of development is therefore established through this outline planning 
permission. Furthermore, the site forms a significant part of an allocation for residential development 
under Policy NOR07. A number of representations raise objection to the development of this site and 
the loss of green fields, questioning whether there is a need for housing. It is not possible to revisit the 



principle of development at this stage and the only material planning considerations relate to the 
reserved matters that are before the Council for determination, namely: layout, scale, external 
appearance and landscaping.  
 
The application proposes the erection of 88 dwellings against an ‘up to’ figure of 110. As a matter of 
principle, it is important to establish whether this level of development is considered acceptable both 
in terms of it being pursuant to the outline permission but also in terms of the requirements of Policy 
NOR07. Policy NOR07 seeks the development of approximately 130 dwellings. An outline planning 
application (1/0769/2020/OUTM) is currently before the Council relating to the majority of the 
remaining allocation area; this seeks the erection of up to 27 dwellings. Two further parcels of land 
are leftover, which could potentially accommodate in the region of 5 dwellings. Combining these 
elements leads to an approximate total of 120, which is not considered to be too far removed from the 
allocation target to suggest that the aspirations of policy NOR07 are being compromised. As will be 
discussed further below, the density and scale of development is considered appropriate for this site 
given the landscape sensitivities, particularly on the eastern section.  Given this, the proposed level of 
development is also considered to be consistent with the aims of NDTLP Policy ST02(b) which 
requires development to conserve and enhance the natural, built and historic environment through the 
prudent use of key resources including land, buildings and energy, whilst protecting and enhancing 
the areas biodiversity, geodiversity, landscape, coastline, air, water, archaeology and culture. 
 
Section 106 Agreement Requirements: 
The outline planning permission was subject to a Section 106 Agreement that secured, amongst other 
things, public open space, affordable housing and a requirement for the Applicant to not ransom any 
other landowner within the wider allocation in respect of access to infrastructure (e.g. access or 
drainage).  
 
With regards to the Affordable Housing provision detailed as part of this RMA, the Strategic Enabling 
Officer has confirmed her support for the proposed provision including size, location and tenure type 
as detailed in the submitted Planning Layout Drawing with it being in conformity with the requirements 
of the Section 106 agreement. 
 
Further to joint discussions with the Applicant for application 1/0769/2020/OUTM, the layout has been 
amended to facilitate vehicular access to this neighbouring application site to the north. This is 
considered of benefit to the overall delivery of the allocation and ensures compliance with the Section 
106 Agreement. The Local Highway Officer has confirmed his support for this amendment.  
 
Finally, the Section 106 Agreement sets a requirement for an Open Space Scheme to be submitted 
with the RMA.  The Section 106 defines ‘Open Space’ as ‘areas of green infrastructure including open 
space play facilities the minimum area of which shall be calculated in accordance with NDTLP Policy 
DM10. The S106 Agreement prescribes an ‘Open Space Formula’ to direct this calculation and a 
requirement for an ‘Open Space Scheme’ to detail the size and location of the Open Space on the 
site, the phasing for the delivery of the Open Space to be in accordance with the Phasing Plan, the 
types and specification of planting and any equipment to be installed on the Open Space, the 
programme for the provision of the Open Space and its future management and maintenance by the 
Owner or the Management Company on an ongoing basis. It is also important to note that the Section 
106 provides specific references that constrain the typologies of open space that are required, 
substituting any requirement for sports provision, parks or gardens with ‘informal recreation space’ 
and precluding the need to provide allotments or off-site built recreation contributions.  
 
Applying the Open Space formula from the Section 106 to the proposed mix of dwelling types as per 
the Accommodation Schedule on the submitted Planning Layout, provides for the following area of 
Open Space: 

     



 
Having reviewed the Open Space Strategy Plan, your Officer is broadly satisfied that the proposal 
would provide adequate open space in accordance with the requirements established through the 
Section 106; with the submitted plan tabulating both the required level of open space calculated from 
the s106 (and conforming the calculations above) and the levels intended for provision.  
 
Whilst the submitted Open Space Strategy Plan confirms compliance with the scale of provision 
required, it would not appear that this is in full accordance with the requirements of the Section 106 to 
submit a written Open Space Scheme. This Open Space Scheme is intended to provide confirmation 
of the levels and types of open space along with the specifications for all of the equipment and 
installations associated to the open space. Importantly, it is also intended to provide details of the 
arrangements to be put in place for the future maintenance and management of the open space and 
associated planting and equipment. 
 
Whilst the Open Space Strategy Plan, in combination with the revised Planning Layout, revised Soft 
Landscape Proposals, Adoption Plan and other ancillary plans (such as the External Works plans, 
Tree Pit Details and Compliance Statement)  go some way to meeting the requirements of the Open 
Space Scheme, they do not address, the full requirement to provide details of the future maintenance 
and management arrangements, nor set out or detail the specification of the equipment and 
associated furniture to be provided. The Applicant is currently preparing this and your Officer will 
provide a verbal update at Committee. In any event, the Open Space Scheme is a Section 106 
requirement and your Officer can confirm that the level and type of open provided across the scheme 
is acceptable.   
 
Outline Planning Conditions  
A number of conditions included on the outline planning permission require the submission of details 
for approval, with some of these being prior to commencement. The Applicant has submitted various 
details as part of the RMA to satisfy the requirement to discharge certain outline conditions. These 
details include: Phasing Plan (Condition 4), Design Code (Condition 5), Noise Control Scheme 
(Condition 7), Waste Audit Statement (Condition 8), Surface Water Drainage Scheme (Condition 14-
16), Contamination Survey (Condition 17), Written Scheme of Investigation (Condition 19), Tree 
Protection measures (Condition 20), Landscape Ecological Management Plan/Construction 
Ecological Management Plan (Condition 21) and details of finished floor levels (Condition 22).  
 
The discharging of these details is a separate process to the consideration of this RMA; however, it is 
prudent for any potential conflicts or inconsistencies to be highlighted together with any technical 
support for the layout and/or design proposed. The following details are considered to have the 
greatest relevance to the RMA: 
 
Noise Control Scheme: 
The Applicant has submitted a noise assessment to meet the requirements of Condition 7. This 
condition requires:  
 
‘A noise control scheme shall be submitted detailing appropriate noise mitigation measures in 
accordance with the ProPG Stage 2 + 8S4142:2014 Assessment dated 15 March 2019. The noise 
control scheme must be based on the assessment methodology in 8S4142:2014 and 
shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to development 
commencing. All mitigation works, as approved, shall be completed prior to the occupation of 
any dwellings. 
Reason: To protect the amenities of occupants of the approved development in accordance 
with North Devon and Torridge Local Plan Policies DM01, DM02 and DM04.’ 
 
The Environmental Protection Officer has been consulted on this document and advised that ‘the 
noise assessment submitted is detailed and has been undertaken in accordance with appropriate 
methodology.  The noise assessment identifies potential impacts from road traffic and Appledore 
Shipyard and subsequently, recommends appropriate mitigation measures in the form of screening, 
acoustic glazing and façade acoustic treatment.’ Letters of representation raise concern over the 
potential for the operations of the Shipyard to be put at risk by potential complaints from residents of 



the future development. The submitted noise assessment considers the layout put forward as part of 
this RMA and concludes that ‘with the mitigation outlined in this report implemented within the 
proposed site layout and building façade specification, the requirements of condition 7 are achieved.’ 
The Environmental Protection Officer has confirmed that the recommended acoustic mitigation 
measures are acceptable and should prevent or reduce the potential noise impact from the Shipyard 
on the proposed dwellings, especially internal levels.   
 
Surface Water Drainage Scheme: 
The Applicant has submitted a Drainage Statement to discharge Conditions 14-16 of the outline 
planning application. Devon County Council’s Flood Risk Team has initially raised objections to the 
drainage proposals in relation to the point of discharge (also raised by Devon County Highways) and 
the need for further information to confirm management and maintenance arrangements. These 
matters are considered most relevant to the discharge of condition application and the Local Highway 
Officer has confirmed that the issue of drainage into the estuary via the highway drainage system is 
being resolved through separate legislation, and if approved the planning application should have an 
advisory note that the approval does not constitute an approval of the use of highway drainage for the 
site surface water. 
 
Notwithstanding this, a late representation was received from DCCFRM raising concern over the 
proposed layout as it was contrary to DCC’s culverting policy and would lead to Land Drainage 
Consent being refused. DCCFRM requested the Applicant amend the layout to make space for the 
watercourse which has resulted in one dwelling being removed from the scheme to allow for this. 
Further to this amendment, DCCFRM have removed their objection.  
 
Written Scheme of Investigation: 
The Senior Historic Environment Officer has confirmed that the submitted WSI is acceptable and the 
Developer will now be required to carry out the works in accordance with it. The Senior Historic 
Environment Officer is satisfied that the WSI will protect archaeological interests at the site. This 
means that the RMA can be determined with the comfort that an acceptable mechanism is in place to 
protect archaeological interests.  
 
Design Code: 
The Applicant has submitted a detailed Design Code, as required by Condition 5 of the outline 
planning permission. This document has been developed with reference to the principles and 
parameters established at outline stage. It provides a clear framework and guidance for the 
development. The Design Code details the site context and repeats the various parameter plans 
provided at outline stage together with a character assessment of the wider area. It goes on to set out 
the design framework for the development and details specific elements of the overall design 
consistent with the requirements of Condition 5.  
 
The Design Code notes that, following a general review of the outline proposals, it was determined 
that further improvements to the design principals agreed at outline should be sought. These minor 
improvements are identified as follows: 
 
1. Limit the breaks in the existing hedge to Pitt Hill and therefore remove the driveway crossing. This 
driveway should be taken from the existing field gate at the bottom of Pitt Hill. 
2. Combine the two smaller play spaces into one and locate to the core of the site in the village green. 
3. Adjust the east-west street to provide a kink to reduce speeds of traffic 
4. Provide access to the pumping station from within the site to avoid problematic level issues in 
association with the retained tree copse. 
5. Relocation of the sub station. 
 
A street hierarchy has been developed for the site which responds to: · The character and role of the 
streets and spaces in the development; · Movement strategy; · Built form; · Landscape character and 
public realm. These streets are defined as follows: 
 
Primary Street  

• Role and Function 



The Primary Street will provide the main access into and through the development, replacing and 
realigning the existing route along Pitt Hill which is narrow and has limited visibility or passing 
arrangements. This street will provide access to Secondary and Tertiary Streets as well as direct 
access to on-plot parking. The street will be of sufficient width to contain on-street visitor parking. 

• Character 
The Primary Street will be informal in character, reflecting the rural nature of the street. It will be 
finished in tarmac and defined by a single footpath running immediately adjacent to the carriageway. 
Strong building lines will overlook the street, forming its sinuous alignment. 

• Landscape & Public Realm 
Landscaping will include structured, formal tree planting to break up frontage parking and to aid 
legibility along the route. Front gardens will be enclosed by a mix of low native hedgerows and shrub 
planting. 
 
Secondary Street 

• Role and Function 
Secondary Streets will run east-west through the core of the site and will provide direct access to 
private driveways and tertiary streets. These streets will form cul-de-sacs. 

• Character 
The street will have a tarmac finish and provide a shallow up stand on one side. It will be informal in 
character and have a contrasting entrance/threshold. Vehicle speeds will be kept to a minimum due to 
the tight bends and short length of cul-de-sac, allowing pedestrians and cyclists to share the street 
with the motor vehicle. 

• Landscape & Public Realm 
Landscaping will include informal tree planting with ornamental shrub planting to front gardens with 
some enclosed by low native hedgerows. 
 
Feature space 

• Role and Function 
The Feature Space would provide an interesting contrast to the streets, forming a nodal space along 
the intersection of pedestrian, cycle and vehicular movements and formed through the building 
alignments, surface materials and landscaping. 

• Character 
The Feature Space will be similar to Tertiary Streets in their shared approach to all forms of 
movement but will be of a formal functional arrangement and could have a contrasting surface 
material to that of the other street surfaces, be it for the whole space, or to define the edge of the 
space. It should be designed to allow motor vehicles to pass through, but not act as a place for 
stopping or parking. 

• Landscape & Public Realm 
Landscaping will include formal tree planting set within grilles or soft landscaped strips, designed to 
prevent opportunities for casual parking. Front gardens to properties will have hedge planting to 
complement the existing hedges on Pitt Hill. 
 
Tertiary Streets 

• Role and Function 
Tertiary Streets will provide access to more limited numbers of dwellings and will provide direct 
access to on-plot parking and private drives. 

• Character 
Tertiary Streets will be shared surface streets and less sinuous in its design. A contrast surface will 
define a threshold/entrance to these streets. They will be informal in character, narrower than the 
other streets and with short lengths to encourage vehicle speeds to be kept to a minimum, allowing 
pedestrians and cyclists to share the street with the motor vehicle. 

• Landscape & Public Realm 
Landscaping will include informal tree planting with low shrub planting to front gardens. 
 
The RMA proposals broadly follow the principles established and supported at outline stage. The 
street hierarchy forms the basis for the development coming forward and the various elements will be 
considered under the relevant RM sections below.  



 
Layout: 
The proposed layout has been carefully developed within the context of identified site constraints, the 
wider characteristics of the Appledore area and as a further evolution of the principles established at 
outline stage. In establishing whether the outline proposal was acceptable, regard was had to the 
indicative layout provided to inform matters such as levels of open space, landscape harm and 
density. 
 
The outline permission allows for up to 110 dwellings which provides an overall average density for 
the site of 29 dwellings per hectare. At this RMA stage, 88 dwellings are being proposed, as 
discussed above.  
 
The layout proposes to vary density across the site to promote local character and respond to 
location. The zones of different density are as follows: 

• Lowest - This area includes the eastern and northern edge of the development, closest to the 
existing low density settlement along Pitt Hill and in the more visually sensitive areas on higher 
ground. Detached dwellings in a landscape setting will predominate. 

• Medium - This area is located at the southern and western areas of the site adjacent the main 
road into Appledore (Churchill Way) and the secondary loop road (Wooda Road). This area 
will have a tighter urban grain with a greater use of semi-detached and terraced housing 
proposed. 

 
The outline application was supported by a detailed Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(LVIA). The Council instructed an independent landscape consultant to review the LVIA and advise on 
this document. The independent consultant noted at outline stage: 
 
‘The allocation of the overall site for housing as policy NOR7 will lead to adverse landscape and 
visual effects in the local area and further afield. The policy proposes measures to mitigate potential 
effects to a level assumed to be acceptable to the local plan inspector. Assessment of the current 
application indicates effects in line with (or slightly less harmful) than those expected for the allocation 
as a whole. It is considered unlikely that the height of development or the density proposed would 
have an increased adverse effect on landscape character than that deemed acceptable in making the 
allocation.’  
 
There is an acceptance that there will be built development on this site. The Committee report in 
respect of the outline application accepted that in allocating the site for development, the principle of 
harm to the landscape has been accepted, including any harm attributed to external lighting. It also 
emphasised the need to secure a high-quality scheme at reserved matters stage, with appropriate 
landscaping and open space provision, to ensure the proposal sits appropriately within the landscape. 
 
The independent consultant provided guidance on the respective sensitives of the site in landscape 
terms and this highlighted the western field being a visually contained area. The RMA proposes the 
medium density development in this location (impacts in respect of scale are considered below). 
Whilst the eastern fields were noticeable in landscape views to a degree, it was the very eastern 
section that was highlighted as being particularly noticeable in views. The layout proposes for this part 
of the developed to include a significant area of open space and low density detached dwellings. The 
layout is therefore considered to meet the aspirations of Policies DM08A and NOR07 in respect of 
landscape impact.     
 
A key feature of the layout is the extensive public realm framework which comprises both urban 
spaces and a multifunctional green infrastructure comprising a range of public open spaces. This will 
include all of the functions from the outline permission which were: Community Play Spaces, Amenity 
Open Space and Existing and Enhanced Vegetation. The landscape strategy for the public open 
spaces will reinforce the character of individual areas, providing a distinct sense of place. The 
retention and enhancement of the existing watercourse will form a key feature, particularly in the north 
and south of the eastern field. The play element comprises a LAP (Local Area of Play) positioned 



within the central green space, complimented by a trim trail which aids in keeping people interested, 
active and moving in, through and out of the site. 
 
The approach to open space and play within the scheme is supported and should provide an 
attractive and stimulating public realm that will be inviting and interesting. The inclusion of linear areas 
with interconnectivity, the ‘play on the way’ concept and different pockets of open space with varying 
character are all to be welcomed. Equally, the addition of play equipment as part of the LAP and the 
benches on the open space in the northern part of the site are supported and address what could 
otherwise have been deficiencies in the proposals.  
 
Whilst points of vehicular access and the impact on the wider highway network is not up for re-
consideration, Members do have to consider onsite highways matters associated with the layout, 
including parking provision, internal street networks and pedestrian routes. In terms of the layout of 
the highways, the Local Highway Authority originally raised objections in respect of the pedestrian 
links and pedestrian safety. The Applicant provided amendments to address these concerns and the 
Local Highway Officer has since removed his objection confirming that: ‘amendments have been 
made to rectify my concerns and amendments have also been made to facilitate access to the 
neighbouring application to the north which is currently subject to a separate planning application.’ No 
objections are raised in respect of the internal road layout and the detail of the Pitt Lane access is 
considered acceptable with the enabling arrangements for the site to the north welcomed. Therefore, 
the highway layout is deemed to be an acceptable with regards to both vehicles and pedestrians. In 
highways terms, the proposal is deemed compliant with Policy DM05 of the NDTLP.  
 
The approach to parking provision is set out in the Design Code, which confirms that each dwelling 
will have dedicated off-street parking for 2 vehicles – this has been agreed with the Local Highway 
Authority. The parking will be provided in a range of different typologies which are explained within the 
Design Code. The proposed layout is therefore consistent with NDTLP Policy DM06.  
 
In addition to highways layout and parking, another highways consideration is 'connections'. In this 
case the road layout has been designed so that it can connect though the site from the primary 
access off Wooda Road into the internal street hierarchy and with a through-route to access Pitt Lane. 
Pedestrian links are provided at two points from Churchill Way and there is a significant internal 
pedestrian network that ties in with the open space provision.  It is considered the site is reasonably 
well connected and is acceptable in this regard. 
 
Bin storage areas will be in the form of paving slabs located within the ownership boundary of each  
property or in a secure communal structure close to the property it is serving. Storage of bins will not 
be permitted in front gardens and would be sited to the side or rear of the property. The Design Code 
directs the development to ensure all storage areas should be within 30 metres of the collection point 
and accessed via a hard surface, smooth and level or gently sloping route with a maximum of three 
steps and of at least 900mm in width. Collection points are identified as being at the kerb-side. 
 
The Designing out Crime Officer (DCO) has commented on the layout as follows: 
 
‘The intention to define front boundaries is noted and welcomed. 
 
The back to back gardens are much supported from a security perspective but please ensure that all 
gates that lead to the rear of dwellings are capable of being locked from both sides, by for example, 
means of a key, as this will enable rear gardens to be secured regardless of access or egress. 
 
I note the exclusion of the LEAP from the Planning Layout drawing, is the intention to now provide 
some equipment within the Central Green LAP? Any formal play area designed with younger children 
in mind must be enclosed with, as a minimum, 1200mm fencing to discourage casual entry, reduce 
damage to equipment and help provide a safe and clean play area and to prevent access to the 
adjacent active highway. 
 
The proposed parking layout is noted. From a designing out crime and disorder perspective it is vital 
that the parking provision for the proposed development is both sufficient, when balanced against the 



schedule of accommodation, as even a one bedroom dwelling could attract 2 vehicles, and designed 
so it is convenient and practical to use, for example, side by side parking as opposed to tandem style 
parking, as this will encourage its use by residents and reduce the level of unplanned parking 
elsewhere. It is the ‘elsewhere' that can introduce a source of conflict and animosity amongst 
residents, generally due to inconsiderate or obstructive parking and chaotic and vehicle dominated 
streets. 
 
With reference to ‘tandem' parking above, there is ever increasing evidence from new developments 
within the county where this design of parking is not being embraced by residents. This is perhaps 
due to it being inconvenient or just awkward to use, seeing the 2nd (or 3rd) vehicle being parked 
elsewhere just to make life easier for the occupants. It is appreciated that the tandem parking design 
is likely to fulfil the number of parking spaces required for new development, but this number is likely 
to be much reduced if the spaces are not being utilised.’ 
 
As indicated above, the parking provision is considered acceptable. The comments raised in respect 
of the proposed tandem parking are noted, however the given the support for the overall layout your 
Officer has not sought changes to this arrangement. Full details of boundary treatments to the LAP 
will be agreed via the Open Space Scheme required by the Section 106 Agreement.  
 
From a residential amenity perspective, the proposed layout ensures appropriate separation between 
dwellings with a distance of approximately 21 metres between 2 storey dwellings. The layout will 
ensure there is no direct overlooking of gardens (combined with the external appearance discussed 
below) and each plot is considered to be of an appropriate size with private amenity spaces that are 
well defined. At outline the Environmental Protection Officer raised a potential concern over the 
proximity of a stable to the south east corner of the site. On being consulted on the proposed layout, 
the Officer has raised no objection at this RMA in relation to potential amenity impacts from the stable. 
 
Taking into consideration of the above points, your Officer considers that in terms of layout, the 
proposal will create a high quality environment for future residents with well thought out open spaces 
that will allow connectivity within the development and beyond. The proposal is considered to be in 
compliance with policies in the NDTLP ST02, ST04, ST06, ST10, ST14, NOR, NOR07, DM01, DM04, 
DM05, DM06, DM08A and DM10, as well as the relevant national policies within the NPPF.  
 
Scale and External Appearance:  
The overall site has been identified as a single character area. However, the Design Code explains 
that subtle yet distinctive characteristics will be introduced at prominent locations in the site, helping to 
provide legibility for the development. In this regard, there are a number of Landmark buildings 
identified around the site which act as vista terminations and aid legibility. The Landmark buildings 
have a subtly different treatment in respect of scale, material or through architectural embellishments 
to their adjacent properties in order to enhance their visual prominence in the street. 
 
The Design Code clarifies that whilst a single character area has been identified, there will be 
variations in approaches to architectural detailing, street typologies, parking, landscape, materials, 
boundaries and building typologies, which will aid in achieving a successful development. 
 
The proposed built form will address a series of country lanes/shared surface streets of 1 to 2 storeys 
in height and arranged in a structured form with some varied alignment. Front gardens will be of 
variable depths and buildings will typically be wide fronted and include a mix of terraced, semi-
detached and detached. As advised above, parking typologies will be mixed. 
 
The Design Code establishes the following principles for architectural detailing: 
· Windows to have a vertical emphasis with variable glazing bars. 
· Use of roughcast pastel coloured renders with occasional stone. 
· Eaves fronted or hipped roof with grey flat tiles. Red ridge to key buildings. 
· Roof pitches between 30-45 degrees. 
· Flat canopy with/without pilasters over 4 or 6 pane entrance doors. 
· Boxed eaves with bargeboard to verge with occasional corniced eaves detail to key buildings. 
· Lintels to be typically bellcast or unexpressed. 



· Cills to be painted concrete. 
· Occasional render string band and window surrounds. 
· Black painted plinth band 
 
The proposed elevations and submitted streetscenes demonstrate that the development will be of a 
quality design and the materials and elevational treatments are considered appropriate for the area.   
 
In respect of building heights, the development proposes a range of 1, 1.5 and 2 storey dwellings. The 
submitted LVIA addendum notes: ‘one significant change from the outline application to the reserved 
matters application proposals is in the way building heights have been distributed across the site, with 
no 2.5/3 storey development being proposed in the reserved matters application and all but 3 of the 2 
storey development being proposed in the western area of the site (to the west of Pitt Lane) which is 
the least visually sensitive part of the site. The most visually sensitive part of the site (to the east of 
Pitt Lane) will comprise primarily of 1 and 1.5 storey dwellings which will benefit visual receptors on 
the eastern side of the site.’ 
 
It can be seen from the Design Code and submitted plans that lower storeys are proposed to areas of 
higher ground to the north and east where they are more visually sensitive. The ranging building 
heights clearly response to the landscape setting.  

 
A schedule of accommodation has been submitted which identifies house types and bed spaces. In 
general, the dwellings are an acceptable size and comply with the DCLG "nationally described spaces 
standards"; however, 26 of the dwellings proposed (all the same 2 bedroom house type B) will fall 
slightly short of the national guidance (67 square metres floor space instead of the target of 70 square 
metres). Whilst generally the Local Planning Authority would encourage compliance with this 
guidance, it is not policy, and due to the minor harm caused this is not considered sufficient to justify a 
refusal given these dwellings only fall marginally short of the space standard. It should also be 
recognised that this significant proportion of smaller 2-bedroom houses will serve to meet a local need 
and would be more affordable than larger dwellings.  

 
As indicated above, Policy ST17 requires housing proposals to provide for local needs in line with the 
HENA, which sets the following required housing mix on development sites:  

• 1 bed = 15%  

• 2 bed = 35%  

• 3 bed = 35%  

• 4 bed = 15% 
 

The proposed mix is as follows: 

• 47 x 2-bed dwellings (52.8%); 

• 33 x 3-bed dwellings (37.1%); 

• 9 x 4 bed dwellings (10.1%). 
 
The development proposal whilst not being entirely compliant with the HENA, is considered, on 
balance to be acceptable. Both the 2 and 3 bed units include a range of types and sizes including a 
substantial number of bungalows. The bungalows respond to the character and context of the site, 
which is explained within the Design Code. In accordance with Policy ST17, the scale and mix of 
dwellings proposed within the reserved matters submission does broadly reflect identified local 
housing needs and the provision of bungalows meets the wider aspiration of Policy NOR(a) which 
requires development to ‘meet the increasing needs of the area’s ageing population.’ Furthermore, in 
taking a more strategic view and considering the ranging housing mixes that have been secured on 
other allocated sites within Northam, the delivery of a relatively large proportion of bungalows and 2-
bed units will assist with an overall varied provision across the area.  
 
The scale and external appearance of the proposed dwellings has been developed with the amenities 
of neighbours in mind and the proposal is not considered to give rise to any amenity harm by virtue of 
overlooking, overbearing impacts or overshadowing.  

 



Overall, it is considered that the scale of the proposed dwellings can be considered to be acceptable 
when taking into consideration surrounding development and the conditions on the outline. Taking the 
policies in the NDTLP into consideration (in particular policies ST04 and DM04 which relate to 
design), along with the existing character of the area, in the opinion of your Officer, the proposal is 
acceptable in terms of scale, height, massing, fenestration, materials and relationship to other 
buildings, and is thus acceptable in terms of scale and appearance.  
 
Landscaping: 
It was accepted by the allocation of the site and the granting of the outline consent that the proposal’s 
landscape and visual impact could be acceptable, however, in order for any RMA scheme to be 
acceptable at this site it is important to secure an appropriate form of landscaping, both in terms of the 
retention of existing features and appropriate new planting.  
 
The Design Code is extremely detailed in respect of both hard and soft landscaping and this is 
reflected in the submitted plans. The proposed landscaping scheme is considered to be sensitive to 
the surrounding landscape and context of the site and proposes high quality features. As discussed 
above, the layout of the development is considered to respect the landscape sensitivities of the site, 
particularly in regards to the location of open spaces.  
 
The landscaping scheme utilises the retained boundary vegetation which will be enhanced through 
management and incorporates it in open spaces where partly or wholly accessible. The existing water 
corridor will be directed through the scheme and made part of the open space.  The design of the 
open spaces has been influenced by the ecologists' requirements for habitat creation and biodiversity. 
The Design Code sets that these features should include: 
 

• Replacement or enhancement of existing hedge along Churchill Way 

• Replacement or enhancement of existing tree belt along Wooda Road from junction with 
Churchill Way to Pitt Hill 

• Retention or enhancement of existing hedgebank along both sides of Pitt Hill 

• Replacement or enhancement of existing scrubby vegetation along Wooda Road 

• Retention of existing tree copse in southeastern corner of site 

• Retention of existing scrub and trees along northern boundary of eastern field 

• Retention of existing hedge and trees along northern boundary of western field 

• Replacement or enhancement of existing hedge and trees along eastern boundary of eastern 
field 

 
The development will be set back from the western and southern site boundary which allows the 
creation of a linear open space that will connect the site with the wider landscape through the 
retention of the existing vegetation. The design of the linear open space will include naturalistic 
elements and the landscaping will be informed by ecologists' requirement. This will include the 
replacement or retention and management of the existing hedgerows and trees along the site 
boundary and the implementation of enhancement/mitigation measures for habitat creation and 
biodiversity enhancement. Native species will be used for both tree and shrub planting. Grass areas 
will be seeded with a species rich wildflower meadow grass mix that has a high potential in 
biodiversity enhancement. In addition to the planting and soft landscape elements of the open space 
which will be selected from the Open Space Plant Schedule, the hard landscape elements such as 
paths and furniture (seats, signposts, litter bins) will also be naturalistic and informal, drawing on 
natural materials such as wood and crushed stone, although acknowledging that in areas of high 
intensity the use of more durable materials may be needed. 
 
Amenity open spaces will be set out in larger areas of publicly accessible space and will combine 
multiple functions such as recreation, play, biodiversity and habitat enhancement and SUDS. They 
will comprise both formal and informal use while also incorporating existing vegetation where 
possible. The design of the open spaces will reflect the main type of use by the community. 
All areas of the amenity open spaces will be designed naturalistically with the aim to provide a natural 
open space while contributing to biodiversity and habitat enhancement. The landscaping will include 
both native and ornamental planting. Soft landscaping will comprise planting of trees, shrubs, 



perennials, amenity grass and wildflower meadow grass. The species will be selected from the 
Amenity Open Space plant schedule which will ensure that the plants provide a year-round interest. 
The detailed design has been informed by ecologists' recommendations on habitat creation and 
biodiversity enhancement. 
 
The hard landscape elements such as paths, furniture and play equipment will complement the local 
character and utilise natural materials. The furniture within the open spaces (seats, bins, signage) will 
be co-ordinated and will be selected from durable and sustainable sources. Full details of these 
features will be confirmed through approval of the Open Space Scheme required by the Section 106.  
 
All boundary and garden walls which front onto or form part of the public realm, are to be built in the 
same material as the property it is attached to. The masterplan identifies a variety of streets and 
spaces to which a mix of 'urban' features will play a key part in the success of the public realm. 
A limited palette of surface finishes to streets, respectful of local character, will create level, firm and 
smooth surfaces along clear and direct routes which accommodate the needs of all users. 
 
The DCO commented on boundary treatments as follows: ‘The proposed boundary treatments are 
noted. I recommend for plot 3, the front hedge is extended towards the drive providing rear access, 
thus enclosing the grassed area to the side, giving clear ownership of this space to this plot. Similarly, 
the hedge between the Woodland Glade and front of plot 58 should be continued along the length of 
the shared private drive with plot 57 to the main road. This again gives clear definition of ownership 
and reduces the opportunity for conflict between vehicles and users of the facilities, for example the 
trim trail. Where hedging is to be used as new rear and side garden boundaries, it must be fit for 
purpose. They should be of sufficient height and depth to provide both a consistent and effective 
defensive boundary as soon as residents move in. If additional planting will be required to achieve this 
then temporary fencing may be required until such planting has matured. Any hedge must be of a 
type which does not undergo radical seasonal change which would affect its security function.’ The 
Applicant has provided updated layout and landscaping plans to address these comments.  
 
As with any development of a green field site, it is appreciated that there will be some adverse impact 
on the area, however, the landscaping scheme provided will help mitigate the impact of development.  
Taking into consideration the detailed landscaping scheme, the proposal is deemed to be acceptable 
in that it will create a reasonable amount of mitigation to assist in reducing the landscape impact of 
the proposal, and will also help to soften the built form whilst creating a sense of place. Thus, NDTLP 
policies ST04, DM04, DM08A and NOR07 are satisfied.   
 
Other matters: 
Ecology: 
Third party representations raise concerns regarding ecology on site. 
  
Local Planning Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that the impact of development on wildlife 
is fully considered during the determination of a planning application under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, The 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitats Regulations 2010).  
 
Ecological impacts were considered at the outline application stage with this earlier application being 
supported by an Ecological Impact Assessment. Condition 24 of the outline permission states: 
 
‘The development shall be carried out in strict accordance with Section 4 of the Ecological Impact 
Assessment (EIA) dated December 2018 and the Biodiversity Position Statement dated 6 September 
2019, both prepared by ead Ecology. Prior to the commencement of development, both a 
Construction and Ecological Management Plan (CEMP) to detail measures to ensure habitat and 
species protection during construction and a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP) to 
detail how retained and proposed habitats will be managed in the long term, will be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The required management plans and strategies 
shall include conservation audit and monitoring provisions to measure the success or otherwise of 
their implementation.  
 



The approved mitigation measures shall be implemented both during and post construction in 
accordance with the approved details. Post construction mitigation measures shall be maintained in 
perpetuity. Reason: To ensure the interests of protected species on the site are maintained and to 
achieve biodiversity enhancement in accordance with North Devon and Torridge Local Plan Policies 
ST14 and DM08.’ 
 
The required CEMP and LEMP have been submitted alongside this RMA and will be formally 
approved via the discharge of condition process. The Applicant is required to comply with the 
measures set out in the EIA together with the CEMP and LEMP. Furthermore, as discussed above in 
respect of the landscape proposals, the RMA confirms that the landscaping scheme has been 
developed in discussion with the ecologist. Your Officer is therefore satisfied that ecology interests at 
the site will be protected both during construction and once the development is completed.  
 
Five Year Housing land Supply: 
Whilst the principle for development is not for re-consideration, Members of the Plans Committee 
should have regard to the presumption in favour of sustainable development and fact the Council 
cannot currently demonstrate a 5-year housing supply within the District.  This site would provide a 
significant contribution to the supply of housing within Torridge. 

 
Conclusion: 
The principle of this development including the access and infrastructure requirements have already 
been agreed. This RMA identifies that the proposed layout has been designed in a logical manner 
using the sites constraints and provides for the level of open space required by the Section 106 
Agreement. The design of the scheme and the landscaping are considered to be compliant with the 
surrounding area and local policy and with ensure a high quality development is delivered. There is 
not considered to be any significant harm to residential amenity, and the proposed RMA details do not 
conflict with any technical matters that require consideration separately under conditions attached to 
the outline permission.  
 
The need for a quality design to respond to the unique characteristics and location of this site was 
highlighted at outline stage – it is considered that the RMA proposal meets these aspirations. As 
such, approval is recommended. 
 

Human rights 

 
Consideration has been given to the Human Rights Act 1998. 
 

Recommendation 

 
 1         The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans 

listed in the Plans Schedule. 
   

Reason: To ensure the development is carried out in accordance with the approved plans. 
 
 2         The landscaping hereby approved shall be implemented in accordance with the agreed 

details.  If within a period of five years from the date of the planting of any tree, that tree, or 
any tree planted in replacement for it, is removed, uprooted, destroyed, dies or becomes 
seriously damaged or defective another tree of the same species and size as that originally 
planted shall be planted at the same place, unless the Local Planning Authority gives its 
written consent to any variation.   

                       
           Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the agreed details. 
 
3 Notwithstanding the details shown in the application hereby permitted, prior to their 

installation, details (and/or representative samples) of the colour and texture of the facing and 
roofing materials to be used in the construction of the proposed development shall be 
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The agreed details shall 



be implemented before the development hereby permitted is brought into use and shall 
thereafter be retained as such. 

            
           Reason: To enable the Local Planning Authority to consider the suitability of the materials to be 

used for the development.   
 

Plans Schedule 

 
Reference Received 

    

0632 101  02.10.2020 
   

0632 102 D 16.02.2021 
   

0632 103 C 16.02.2021 
   

0632 106  02.10.2020 
   

0632 107 C 16.02.2021 
   

0632 108 C 16.02.2021 
   

0632 109  02.10.2020 
   

0632 110 C 16.02.2021 
   

0632 111  23.10.2020 
   

0632 200  02.10.2020 
   

0632 201  02.10.2020 
   

0632 202  02.10.2020 
   

0632 203  02.10.2020 
   

0632 204  02.10.2020 
   

0632 205  02.10.2020 
   

0632 206  02.10.2020 
   

0632 207  02.10.2020 
   

0632 208  02.10.2020 
   

0632 209  02.10.2020 
   

0632 210  02.10.2020 
   

0632 211  02.10.2020 
   

0632 212  02.10.2020 
   

0632 213  02.10.2020 
   

0632 214 A  23.10.2020 
   

0632 215 A  23.10.2020 
   

0632 216  02.10.2020 
   

0632 217  02.10.2020 
   

0632 218  02.10.2020 
   

0632 219  02.10.2020 
   

0632 220  02.10.2020 
   

0632 221  02.10.2020 
   

0632 222  02.10.2020 
   

0632 223  02.10.2020 
   

0632 224  02.10.2020 
   

0632 225  02.10.2020 
   

0632 226  02.10.2020 
   

0632 227  02.10.2020 
   

0632 228  02.10.2020 
   

0632 229  02.10.2020 
   
           

18002 110 E1  16.02.2021 
   

11340/P09 F  16.02.2021 



   

11340/P10 A  02.10.2020 
   

11340/P11  02.10.2020 
   

18002 130 F 16.02.2021 
   

18002 131 E  16.02.2021 
   

18002 170  02.10.2020 
   

18002 171  02.10.2020 
   

18002 172  02.10.2020 
             

18002 300 A  02.10.2020 
   

18002 301 F  16.02.2021 
   

18002 302 F  16.02.2021 
   

GTC-E-SS-0012_R1-8_1_OF_1  02.10.2020 
   

0632 104 1 of 2 C 22.01.2020 
   

0632 104 2 of 2 D 16.02.2021 
  

 

Statement of Engagement 

 
The National Planning Policy Framework (paragraphs 38) requires local planning authorities to work 
positively and proactively with applicants to achieve sustainable development. Throughout the 
application process guidance has been given to the applicants and all outstanding issues have been 
identified. 
  
In this instance the Council required additional information and changes to be made following the 
consultation process. The need for additional information was addressed with the applicant and 
submitted for further consideration. The Council has therefore demonstrated a positive and proactive 
manner in seeking solutions to problems arising in relation to the planning application. 
 
 
 
 


